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OCRI honours scientists with achievement awards
The Ottawa Citizen
Wednesday, November 19, 2008

National Research Council scientist Wing Sung has won the inaugural "clean
technology research award" from the Ottawa Centre for Research and
Innovation, for work reducing toxins and waste in the production of paper
and textiles.
He was one of five top scientists from across the region who received Life
Sciences Achievement Awards yesterday at an OCRI event.
Mr. Sung, who works at the NRC's institute of biological sciences, helped
Iogen, an Ottawa biotechnology company, develop four generations of
enzyme technology that have reduced pulp industry toxic waste by more
than 100,000 tons.
The scientist, who has 42 existing or pending patents, is developing new
hemp technology to create an environmentally friendly alternative to cotton.
Other award winners include Marianna Sikorska, who won the career
achievement award for NRC work into neurogenesis and brain repair. With
120 published papers and five patents, she is an internationally-recognized
researcher into the cause of cell death.
EcoVu won the company of the year award for new technology for
contamination detection and water purification. Chief executive Ray
Novokowsky and chief science officer Bryan Hollebone were recognized for
EcoVu products that deliver ultra-pure water.
Dr. Ross Davies, president of medical and scientific staff at the University of
Ottawa Heart Institute, won the health innovation award for putting patient
health records into an online database that gives surgeons critical
information faster.
Dean Fergusson, senior scientist at the heart institute and an assistant
professor at the University of Ottawa medical school, won the promising
scientist award for work in transfusion medicine. He is currently working a
large-scale clinical study of the impact of aging on the quality of donated
blood.
Jeremy Grimshaw, also with the heart institute and U of O medical school,
won the research achievement award for work in knowledge translation
designed to ensure that health decision-makers have the best research
information available.
Ottawa will become a hub of a new $13-million Knowledge Translation
Canada Network.
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